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V. LKSE KARATE cup 2019 
Organizer of the competition: 
 

LKSE Karate Do 

The purpose of the competition:  Playful contest, educative to martial arts, and competiton 

opportunities for beginners, aftergrowth and proficient 

competitors. Promoting karate sports and caring for 

Sportfriendship. 

 

The last competitons participants (in 2018 IV. LKSE Karate Cup):  

3 country 25 association, 195 candidate 310 category entry 

 

The location of the competiton: Levél’s Primary School Sports hall 

Hungary, 9221 Levél     

 Fő str. 10.  

Date of the competiton:   2019. October 26. (Saturday) 9:00 am. 

 

The competitions chef referee:  Tamás Molnár, WKF / EKF referee, 

the president of Magyar Karate Szövetség Bírói Bizottság 

 

The competitions referees: Official referees who are appointed by the Magyar Karate 

Szövetség Bírói Bizottság 

Cafeteria:    At the place of the competition Cafeteria operate 

 

Events: 

1.) Kihon   KI 

2.) Sponge kumite   SZKU 

3.) Aftergrowth Kata  UPKA 

4.) Aftergrowth Kumite  UPKU 

5.) Proficient Kata  KA 

6.) Proficient Kumite  KU 
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1.Kihon: Two competitor at the same time demostrate in zenkutsu dachi 5 forward step, than 5 backward 

step in paralell in front of the lead referee. The competitors bow at the edge of the tatami, than step in to the 

line. At the lead of the referee, they will bow to eachother and then to the referee, next yoi, then to „kamae 

te” call, steping in with the left foot in zenkotsu dachi gedan barai and to counting in addition, older people 

(over 11 years) without counting, moving forward with tsuki (fifth kiai ) and then moving backward in zenkotsu 

dachi with any defenses technik ( fifth kiai), and end with the referees call, yame yasume. The referees decide 

which competitor was better with raising the dedicated flag. The children will be grouped into groups of 3-4.  
Karate gi is not necesary. 

With the kyu degree indicated in the categories can be entered the competitor. 

2.Sponge kumite: The competitors wear a textile vest (blue or red) to be fitted with one of two pieces of 

sponge coated with Velcro in their hands with a straight tsuki-like gesture. The goal is to put the sponge cube 

on the chudan or the back of the opponent. Only the sponge stay remains on the vest is valid. There is no hit 

under the hip bone. Judges prefer the most like-minded gesture of karate technique. The sponge cube with a 

straight motion on the shoulder is also a hit. The winner who has more points at the end of the fighting time. In 

the case of a draw, the first clear point (senshu) is relevant. The match time is 1 minutes. 

It is forbidden during the match: protect the chest area with a two-handed close stance, touch the opponent's 

face, throw the sponge or apply a kick technique! WKF signals are used by the referees. The children will be 

grouped into groups of 3-4. Karate dress is optional. 

With the kyu degree indicated in the categories can be entered the competitor. 

3.Aftergrowth Kata:  

Competitors are divided into groups of 3-4 people up to 8-9 years of age.  

The katas are presented at the same time. 

 

presented by competitors alternately. 

4.Aftergrowth kumite: The duration of the match at 6-7 years old group is 1 minute, at 10-13 years of age 

group 1.5 minutes, at 14 years old group is 2 minutes pure time. For U21 and adult mens the duration is 3 

minutes. Seiken protector, tooth guard, foot and tibia protector, and for the ladies from 14 years of age brest 

protector is obligatory, other protective equipment which is prescribed by the WKF is recommended! 

Competitors are divided into groups of 3-4 people up to 8-9 years of age. 

 

5.Proficient Kata: It’s an elimination race with full repechage, two III. place. Until the final, the katas will be 

shown at same time, while the fight for medal will be separated. 

Conducting the katas according to the year 2017 WKF rules /with flag/. 

6.Proficient Kumite:  

The duration of the match at 10-13 years of age group 1.5 minutes, at 14 years old group is 2 minutes pure 

time. For U21 and adults male and female the duration is 3 minutes. Seiken protector, tooth guard, foot and 

tibia protector, and for the ladies from 14 years of age brest protector is obligatory, other protective 

equipment which is prescribed by the WKF is recommended!! 
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Competition rules: 

Protective gear: 

In the Kumite event, protective equipment which is prescribed by the WKF is required, which must be 
provided by the competitors themselves / the tibia protection color does not matter/. Bodyguard can be 
used, but not mandatory, for girls over 14 years old, the breast protector is obligatory. The equipment of 
the Sponge kumite is provided by the organizing association. 

Remuneration: 

1st to 3rd place medal and diploma 

Program (varies depending on the number of participation): 

 At 9 o'clock, after the short opening, the Kihon and the Sponge Kumite events will begin 
 

The day before the race the draw and tatamiassignment will be available on karateprogramok.hu. The 

result announcement is continuous, according to the finished categories. 

Entry conditions: 

 entries can be submitted at http://www.karateprogramok.hu, if necessary Csaba Gali / tel.: 
06-20 / 412-3168 gali.csaba66@gmail.com / available for any technical assistance 

 valid Budo Pass (who does not have an exam yet, we do not include the Budo Pass) 

 "Compete" medical entry, the presence of which is the coach's responsibility 

 the consequences of incorrectly submitted data are borne by the trainer 

 acceptance of the terms of introduction 

 Competitors will be grouped according to their age and their belt grade, which are to be 
shared! 

 

Entry deadline: October 22, 2019 (Tuesday to 24:00). 

Kindly asked the coaches to keep the deadline accurately! 

Protest: 30 EUR, directly after the controversial event at the Referee 

Entry title: CLICK HERE  (for foreign competitors please contact with Csaba Gali via 

phone or email: tel.: +36-20 / 412-3168, gali.csaba66@gmail.com) 

 

Individual Entry Fee: for one event: 15 EUR / person 

 for two or more events: 20 EUR / person 

 

Overtime or modifications: + 5 EUR / person / event, to be announced by Csaba Gali. 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vamArs9KpqWNZSp78rKOqhoMbfh36umF1B1DfYTspLk/edit?pref=2&pli=1#gid=61710001
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Registration:  On October 26, 2019, from 07:30 to 08:45 on site 

Entry fee: admission free 

 

Categories:  

 

Participating in your own age, with according to the belt grade are mandatory. The only exception 
is when someone is entry in higher category.  

Entrying in higher age group is permitted if only it is one step higher than the original in the same 
category ( beginner- aftergrowth-proficient). If someone is entry in the proficient category in 
his/her age group, can not entry in higher age groups aftergrowth category. 

 
In the adult category (22-35 and 22-40) we do not accept entry in higher category, but in the case 
of girls over 35 and boys over 40 years of age, entry in lower than their age group is accepted. 

Draw: 

Will begin on October 23, 2019 at 08.00. Please, for the smoothness of the competition, keep up 

with the deadline or if change something in the entries which are already made, please call by 

phone or send an e-mail, to Csaba Gali!   
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Other:  

Parking possibility in the courtyard of the school. Entrance from Ág utca:

 

https://goo.gl/maps/P4rGT9SWg2dDQJyw6 

Everyone is participating at his/her own risk! 

The organizers are not responsible for the valuables left in the locker room! 

 

We reserve the right to make changes! (if there are few participater, the categories will be closed 

up, in the case of many participater the beginner category and the aftergrowth category can be 

subdivided the 10 years old categories)  

We wish effective preparation and successful competition for the participants, for the escort good 

cheering! 

LKSE karate do 

Kovács Krisztián 

+3670-313-80-40 

Levél, 2019 május 1. 

https://goo.gl/maps/P4rGT9SWg2dDQJyw6

